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 Younging; stratigraphic facing; way-up; geopetal indicator
 These are all more or less equivalent terms
 The names used vary from country to country

 Bedding can be said to be:
 “Right-way-up” or “wrong-way-up” or “overturned”
 “upward facing” or “downward facing”
 “upward younging” or “downward younging”

 The criteria used to determine the stratigraphic facing are variably 
called younging criteria; stratigraphic facing criteria; or geopetal
indicators (USA) 
 In most places except much of the USA, “geopetal indicators” refer specifically to a 

particular type of younging structure where mineral or sediment fills a void

Younging
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 Common criteria
 Graded bedding
 Cross-lamination/cross-bedding/cross-stratification
 Ripple marks/dune forms
 Load casts, flame structures, ball-and-pillow structures
 Scours and channels
 Sole markings: flute casts, grooves, and tool marks.
 Convoluted ripples (convoluted bedding) and intrastratal syn-sedimentary deformation structures

 Less-common criteria
 Mudcracks/desiccation features/ 
 Trace fossils.
 In-situ fossils (such as corals, crinoids, plants, etc.
 Geopetal structures.
 Dewatering (‘teepee’) structures; syneresis (shrinkage) cracks; neptunian/clastic dykes.
 Draped pillow structures in subaqueous volcanic flows.
 Rubbly (and weathered) tops and chilled bases of lava flows (commonly reflected by vesicle distribution.

 Rare criteria
 Raindrop impressions/other impact structures.
 Dropstones.
 Foundering/collapse structures 
 ….Others – this list is not exhaustive

Younging criteria
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The most commonly used younging 
structures (in almost all environments)  
are cross-lamination structures, and all 
of the structures associated with density 
flow turbidites. 

Many criteria are subtle and small; it needs
practice, experience, and detailed observation
to recognise and interpret
Every geologist should have this basic skill!



Ripples and dunes form from the elliptical 
oscillatory motion of particles at the base of moving 
water or air 
 Current ripples: Flow movement in one direction

 Ripples are asymmetric
 Smooth sinusoidal wave shapes
 Generally not diagnostic for younging

 Unless covered by fine mudstone

 Oscillating (or wave) ripples: Oscillating flow
 Ripples are symmetric
 But are cuspate upwards

 Good diagnostic tool

Ripples, dunes, and cross-lamination
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Precambrian ripples

Modern ripples

Younging



 Form at all scales in air or 
water
 Form ripples or dunes

 Characteristics used to determine 
younging
 Essential criteria

 Concave upwards
 Not diagnostic if not curved

 Truncated at top
 Asymptotic at base

 May be present
 heavy mineral accumulation at 

base (commonly black)

Cross-beds
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Need to see all three of the 
essential criteria to be certain 
of the sense of younging

Cross-bedded aeolian sandstone; Arizona



Ripples with cross-beds
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Cross-bedded asymmetric wave ripple in garnet schist
The ripples have cuspate tops (one good criterion);
and the internal cross-lamination is preserved (a second criterion).

Cross-bedded rounded asymmetric ripples in andalusite-
cordierite schist. It is the internal cross-beds that allows younging 
to be determined here.

Metamorphism itself does not destroy sedimentary structures;
It is deformation that might ultimately make them unrecognizable



Cross-bedding in core and outcrop
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Isolated cross-bedded ripple in slate in outcrop
(the cross-beds are slightly concave up; truncated at top)

Younging

Cross-bedded thinly laminated 
sandstone in core; Prominent 
Hill Mine, Australia

Cryptic cross-bedding in 
core; Baffin Island

Deformed ripples with 
cross-lamination in core, 
Veduga Prospect, Russia



Which way are these rocks facing?
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Thinly laminated 
metasandstone, 
Tasmania



 Deformation can strongly distort the geometry of cross beds
 Commonly the only criterion that can be used is the upwards truncation 

of crossbeds

Cross-bedding in deformed rocks
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Mary Kathleen, Mt Isa

 Here the truncated 
crossbeds have been 
rotated until they are 
locally perpendicular 
to the bedding

 In others, such as the 
next example, the 
cross-laminations are 
at a very low angle 
to the bedding



Can you see the cross-lamination?
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Folded Precambrian quartzite, Sweden



Can you see it now?
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Stratigraphic younging – fold is downward facing!



 Distal turbidites tend to form monotonous 
sequences of thin rhythmic layering, commonly 
characterised by rhythmic colour gradations 
reflecting the underlying graded bedding
 They generally have an abundance of younging 

criteria, so once you recognize that you have these 
types of sediment examine them very closely. Some 
of the sedimentary features can be very small and 
almost insignificant

Turbidites and other density flows
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 Bouma Sequence:
 Not all divisions may be present

 The d facies is commonly missing 
 Sometimes only a and e are present

 The relative scales of each division can vary widely
 An abundance of sole structures occur at the 

contact between cycles. These include:
 Load casts, flame structures, groove and flute casts



 Look for colour gradations; it is not always light to dark

Graded bedding
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Graded bedding in 
biotite schist; the top 
pelagic pelitic interval 
is now coarse biotite 
and muscovite
(same area as the 
image on the next 
page)

Graded bedding in low grade
black ‘shale’ in core (Laos). The
reversals of younging
directions in this core showed
that folds existed and that
drilling had been in the wrong
direction!

Younging

Younging

Graded bedding in
very low grade
turbidite siltstone
(Australia).



 Low-grade rocks, and quartzites of all grades, are easy
 sedimentary structures appear  much the same as in 

normal sedimentary rocks

 In amphibolite facies rocks, porphyroblast growth tends 
to prefer pelitic rocks, or the top pelitic interval in a 
turbidite
 That is, the pelitic interval of a graded bed may now have 

the coarsest grainsize
 But it is the pelitic composition that is important in 

recognising the facing

Graded bedding in metamorphic 
rocks
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graded bed
Top

Base

Turbidite units in garnet staurolite schist 
(Picuris, USA). Coarse garnet and staurolite 
are clustered in the pelagic mud interval at 
the top of the Bouma sequence

Graded bedding in biotite-
muscovite schist from the 
same area. The pelitic 
interval is now coarse 
biotite and muscovite.



 Colour gradations are common
 They might reflect real graded laminations
 But they could also reflect partly rock-buffered chemical gradients and 

chemical fronts (reaction skarns)

Be careful with skarn & BIF
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Possible graded bedding 
in BIF in core; confidence 
score 2/5, Gandelaria, 
FeQuad, Brazil



 Curved cleavage across a bed reflects grainsize grading

Grading shown by cleavage
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Graded bedding shown by curved cleavage; Argentina
(Note: the colour gradation here is from dark to light)

Graded bedding shown 
by the preferential 
development of 
cleavage in finer 
grained parts of the bed



 Load casts and flame structures
 Form at the base of a turbidite flow where the coarse fraction of the new 

flow sinks as lobes into the soft pelagic mud interval of the flow below. 
 Load casts can be cms or even 10s of cms across, but most commonly they 

are only a millimeter or so. They can require close scrutiny to find. 

Sole structures
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 The coarse material forms the 
lobate load casts. They belong 
to the younger unit.

 The fine material from below 
that squirts up between the 
lobes are flame structures. They 
belong to the older unit.

Load casts and flames in 
turbidite; D’Urville Is., 
New Zealand

load cast

flame younging



 Cryptic

Load casts in outcrop
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Right: Top: Small load casts and flames in mica schist (Victor
Harbour, S.Aust)
Bottom: Top and bottom surface of lobate load casts in
siltstone. The convex lobate blobs are on the bottom of the
top unit; the cuspate molds are at the top of the unit below

Very large load casts and flames (Victorian goldfields)



Load casts in core
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younging

Right: Small load casts into black slate at the base of a coarse
metasandstone layer (Laos)
[The reversals of younging directions in this core showed that
folds existed and that drilling had been in the wrong
direction]!

Above: Highly oblique section through load cast and flame at
the base of a quartzite unit; Prominent Hill Mine, S.Aust

younging



 Load casts can become detached from their parent unit and sink into 
the underlying mud to form ball-and-pillow structures. They generally 
leave a trail of disruption connected upwards to their source

Ball and Pillow structure
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Ball and pillow structures in sandstone/siltstone
unit (Paracatu area, Brazil)

Ball and pillow structures in pelitic schist (Victor
Harbour, S.Aust)

younging



 Erosional depressions formed in an underlying 
unit by the flow of coarser grained sediment 
above. 

 Scours are channels and microchannels filled 
with the coarser grained unit, and can be found 
in a variety of sedimentary environments

 Flutes are smoother, elliptical shaped erosional 
depressions formed in the upper pelagic mud 
interval of a turbidite  by erosion from the 
overlying coarser material

 Almost invariably it is the sand cast at the base of 
the coarser unit filling the flute grooves that is 
preserved. Hence they are called flute casts.

 Scours can be any size from mms to many 
metres in size; Flute casts are generally 1-10 cms
long

Scours and flute casts
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Flute casts on the base of a 
sandstone unit, Argentina



 Because a turbidity current is a flowing medium, ripples can form in the upper 
parts of the flow (in what is now the Bouma C zone)

 Vortex flow is common in the turbid flow and this can cause ripples to gradually 
evolve into highly distorted form, and may even cause a breccia to form

Convolute bedding/convolute ripples
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younging

 The rule of thumb when using 
these zones to interpret 
younging direction is that the 
degree of convolution increases 
upwards

younging

Convolute ripples in siltstone; Eden, Australia Convolute ripples in turbidite; Cinque Terre, Italy



Which way are these younging?
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Convolute ripples in siltstone; Draznja, Kosovo

Convolute ripples in siltstone; Tasmania



Younging with confidence score
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Convolute ripples in siltstone; Draznja, Kosovo
The ripples become more complex toward the top of the 
image. It is worthwhile putting a confidence number on 
interpreted features like these. Here I would probably give 
my interpreted younging direction a score of 3 out of 5.

Convolute ripples in siltstone; Tasmania
Here, the ripples become more complex toward the 
bottom of the image, which wil be the stratigraphic 
top. In this instance there is further evidence of 
younging from some small cross-beds (arrow), so here I 
would give my younging a confidence level of 5/5

youngingYo
un
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 Polygonal cracks in mud (not sand)
 Curl upwards
 May contain salt/gypsum casts from 

drying water

Mudcracks and dessication structures
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Boulder in conglomerate containing ripples 
with salt and gypsum casts in Precambrian 
conglomerate
Mary Kathleen, N.Qld



Mudcracks and dessication structures
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Ordovician Limestone and mudstone (W. Virginia, 
USA). The surface facing us is the stratigraphic top of 
the unit (the mud polygons curl up toward us).



 Subaqueous shrinkage cracks in thin clay layers within a wet sediment package
 Can fill with sediment from above, or water-escape can inject unconsolidated 

sand from the layer below (as Neptunian dykelets)

Mudcrack lookalike: syneresis cracks
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Quartzite, Central Australia

 Distinguished from 
mudcracks by the 
sandstone host and 
the more random 
geometry of the 
cracks, which may not 
even be connected

 Not a reliable sense 
of younging structure



 Syn-sedimentary 
foundering & collapse

 Caused by earthquake 
activity in partially 
consolidated sediment

 The direction of 
collapse in the 
foundered zone is 
downwards

 Not always diagnostic 
of younging

 Would give this one a 
Confidence Score of 
3/5

Less common criteria: 
synsedimentary foundering
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Bowen Basin, Qld, Australia



 Basically are small 
craters. Can have a tiny 
resurgent dome core.

 Form on mud, not on 
sand, but can have cast 
impressions left on the 
base of an overlying 
sandstone.

 Would give both of these 
a Younging Confidence 
Score of 2/5
 The low score reflecting 

uncertainty in 
interpretion, as well as 
the lack of other 
verifying structures

Less common criteria: raindrop 
impressions
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Raindrop 
impressions in 
mudstone 
(Broken R., Aust). 
This would be the 
top of this unit.

Raindrop casts in 
fine sandstone 
(Grand Canyon, 
USA) These will be 
casts on the base 
of an overlying 
sand unit. The 
impressions would 
have formed in a 
mudstone below 
this surface.



 Known as geopetal structures in many countries (not USA)
 Void or cavity in a rock can become part-filled with sediments or minerals depositing from 

a trapped fluid; the top surface of the sediment or mineral fill reflects the original 
horizontal

 Examples are: 
 sand or mud partly filling a fossil shell that was overturned forming a void
 minerals such as calcite, silica, or gypsum that replace a trapped fluid in voids such as fossil shells 

and vesicles (amygdales) and cavities in volcanics
 Common to see such surfaces in agate “thunder eggs” – silica replacement in volcanic cavities.

Void-fill structures
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Left: cavity in volcanics that 
has been filled with 
chalcedony. The flat 
surface reflects the 
horizontal at the time it 
was filled. Only useful as a 
geopetal indicator if there 
is a void left, or some 
indication that there had 
been open space.

Above: brachiopod shell partly filled with mud, then 
the rest of the void has been filled with calcite. In this 
instance, this is a very good geopetal indicator



 Earthquake-induced gravitational instabilities on very slight 
sedimentation slopes can lead to debris flow movement and disruption 
of the underlying bedding

Syn-sedimentary folding
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 The mass flow can simply 
roll-up the underlying 
strong units – sometimes 
forming bizarre structures

Quaternary sediment 
overlain by Recent sediment, 
British Columbia



 Is a younging criterion if the 
fold is truncated (eroded) 
by the overlying bed

 That is, if it’s 
synsedimentary timing can 
be proven

Syn-sedimentary folding
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Metres-scale syn-sedimentary folding of an underlying 
sandstone unit beneath a debris flow. The folds are 
surrounded by debris flow breccia.
This outcrop marks the effect in the sedimentary record 
of earthquakes that accompany an approaching thrust 
front
(person for scale; Rockhampton, Qld)

debris flow breccia

next unit

person



 When pillows form they droop over the previous 
pillows and into spaces between the old pillows

Younging in volcanics:
pillow basalts
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Permian pillow basalt, 
Marlborough, Qld, 
Australia



 Gravitational drooping

Pillow basalt
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Permian pillow basalt showing ‘classic’ 
downward cusps between old pillows 
and with convex tops from the weight 
of the next pillow (Marlborough, Qld, 
Australia)

Cambrian pillow basalt showing 
gravitational drooping of the pillow 
over the one below (Percy Is, Qld, 
Australia)



 Archean pillow basalt

Pillow Basalt
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Norseman Gold 
Mine, WA, Australia



 Sediment is 
commonly found in 
the inter-pillow 
spaces

 Any voids are filled 
with minerals like 
calcite

 The layering of such 
minerals over 
sediment is a 
younging indicator

Pillow basalt: geopetal infill
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Web image: 



 Even after considerable deformation, the basic cuspate-down geometry 
of pillows can be preserved 

Deformed pillows
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Deformed Archean pillows 
(Amisk Lake, Manitoba). 
The interpreted younging is 
shown, but with a 
Younging Confidence score 
of only about 3/5



 Some volcanics have distinct 
flowtop cinder or aa breccia

 They may also show a chilled 
lower margin

 Terrestrial flows may show 
oxidation at the top

 Sand filling cavities at the top 
form geopetal structures

Younging in volcanics: Flow tops and 
bases
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Thin basalt flow with scoriaceous breccia 
top, and a chilled base overlying the 
breccia top of the flow unit below.
These are terrestrial basalts, so the flow 
tops become oxidised (red-purple) prior to 
the new flow erupting. All of these feature 
together give a clear sense of younging in 
these rocks.
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